Latent Max-Margin Multitask Learning With Skelets for 3-D Action Recognition.
Recent emergence of low-cost and easy-operating depth cameras has reinvigorated the research in skeleton-based human action recognition. However, most existing approaches overlook the intrinsic interdependencies between skeleton joints and action classes, thus suffering from unsatisfactory recognition performance. In this paper, a novel latent max-margin multitask learning model is proposed for 3-D action recognition. Specifically, we exploit skelets as the mid-level granularity of joints to describe actions. We then apply the learning model to capture the correlations between the latent skelets and action classes each of which accounts for a task. By leveraging structured sparsity inducing regularization, the common information belonging to the same class can be discovered from the latent skelets, while the private information across different classes can also be preserved. The proposed model is evaluated on three challenging action data sets captured by depth cameras. Experimental results show that our model consistently achieves superior performance over recent state-of-the-art approaches.